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New to SAP S/4HANA Cloud? This is the book for you! Get detailed descriptions and screenshots to see what is possible in SAP S/4HANA
Cloud, from core functionality like finance and logistics to reporting with embedded analytics and KPIs. Learn how SAP S/4HANA Cloud
impacts your users and how it can be extended, integrated, and adopted by your organization. Get information on the latest intelligent
technologies to experience the complete solution scope. Discover what SAP S/4HANA Cloud means for your business! Highlights include: 1)
User experience 2) Analytics 3) Business processes 4) Extensibility 5) Integration 6) Adoption 7) Lifecycle management 8) Intelligent
enterprise 9) Intelligent technologies
The authors of this book "Interview Questions & Answers in Angular JS"conducted so many interviews at various companies and
meticulously collected the most effective questions with simple, straightforward explanations. Rather than going through comprehensive,
textbook-sized reference guides, this book includes only the information required to start his/her career as an Angular JS developer. Answers
of all the questions are short and to the point. We assure that you will get here the 90% frequently asked interview questions and
answers.Please check this out: Our other best-selling books are-500+ Java & J2EE Interview Questions & Answers-Java & J2EE
Programming200+ Frequently Asked Interview Questions & Answers in iOS Development200 + Frequently Asked Interview Q & A in SQL,
PL/SQL, Database Development & Administration200+ Frequently Asked Interview Questions & Answers in Manual Testing100+ Frequently
Asked Interview Questions & Answers in Scala100+ Frequently Asked Interview Q & A in Swift Programming100+ Frequently Asked
Interview Q & A in Python Programming100+ Frequently Asked Interview Questions & Answers in Android DevelopmentFrequently asked
Interview Q & A in Java programmingFrequently Asked Interview Questions & Answers in J2EEFrequently asked Interview Q & A in Mobile
TestingFrequently asked Interview Q & A in Test Automation-Selenium Testing
Principles of Computer System Design is the first textbook to take a principles-based approach to the computer system design. It identifies,
examines, and illustrates fundamental concepts in computer system design that are common across operating systems, networks, database
systems, distributed systems, programming languages, software engineering, security, fault tolerance, and architecture. Through carefully
analyzed case studies from each of these disciplines, it demonstrates how to apply these concepts to tackle practical system design
problems. To support the focus on design, the text identifies and explains abstractions that have proven successful in practice such as
remote procedure call, client/service organization, file systems, data integrity, consistency, and authenticated messages. Most computer
systems are built using a handful of such abstractions. The text describes how these abstractions are implemented, demonstrates how they
are used in different systems, and prepares the reader to apply them in future designs. The book is recommended for junior and senior
undergraduate students in Operating Systems, Distributed Systems, Distributed Operating Systems and/or Computer Systems Design
courses; and professional computer systems designers. Features: Concepts of computer system design guided by fundamental principles.
Cross-cutting approach that identifies abstractions common to networking, operating systems, transaction systems, distributed systems,
architecture, and software engineering. Case studies that make the abstractions real: naming (DNS and the URL); file systems (the UNIX file
system); clients and services (NFS); virtualization (virtual machines); scheduling (disk arms); security (TLS). Numerous pseudocode
fragments that provide concrete examples of abstract concepts. Extensive support. The authors and MIT OpenCourseWare provide on-line,
free of charge, open educational resources, including additional chapters, course syllabi, board layouts and slides, lecture videos, and an
archive of lecture schedules, class assignments, and design projects.
A catalog of solutions to commonly occurring design problems, presenting 23 patterns that allow designers to create flexible and reusable
designs for object-oriented software. Describes the circumstances in which each pattern is applicable, and discusses the consequences and
trade-offs of using the pattern within a larger design. Patterns are compiled from real systems, and include code for implementation in objectoriented programming languages like C++ and Smalltalk. Includes a bibliography. Annotation copyright by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR
Be prepared to answer the most relevant interview questionsand land the job Programmers are in demand, but to land the job, you
mustdemonstrate knowledge of those things expected by today'semployers. This guide sets you up for success. Not only doesit provide 160
of the most commonly asked interview questions andmodel answers, but it also offers insight into the context andmotivation of hiring
managers in today's marketplace. Written by aveteran hiring manager, this book is a comprehensive guide forexperienced and first-time
programmers alike. Provides insight into what drives the recruitment process andhow hiring managers think Covers both practical knowledge
and recommendations forhandling the interview process Features 160 actual interview questions, including some relatedto code samples that
are available for download on a companionwebsite Includes information on landing an interview, preparing acheat-sheet for a phone
interview, how to demonstrate yourprogramming wisdom, and more Ace the Programming Interview, like the earlier Wileybestseller
Programming Interviews Exposed, helps youapproach the job interview with the confidence that comes frombeing prepared.
Have you ever thought that you could have done the interview a bit better to get your dream job? Interviewing is a game that needs to be
played with preparation and confidence. You have to improve your ability to answer with a reason to out stand yourself with others.If you are
preparing for an interview on Microsoft Azure developer role, you then would possibly welcome some help with the sorts of questions you
may expect to be asked. IT development environment of every organization will be different. Interviewers count on applicants to have as a
minimum 60% to 70% of knowledge in line with their organization environment in order that he can be selected and trained in addition. Each
interview will be one of a kind, but common place questions will unavoidably be asked. Azure Top Interview Questions and Answers is a
fantastic aid, designed with this in thoughts, and covers the most possibly questions that you may be asked to your interview, helping you by
way of making it;-Good to face the interview with confidence-Ideal for a final minute revision-Handy to the most likely asked questions and
solutions-Easy to understand-Straight to the pointInterview book for Azure Top Interview Questions and Answers will help you to be better
organized and more able to face your interview with self-confidence with a purpose to be tons favourite. Suitable for beginner stage or
intermediate level applicants, this book addresses a number of the typically asked questions that applicants have to assume and put together
them for a successful interview and is even helpful for readers after the interview, as an accessible manual for everyday work.Your efforts in
preparing the interview will bring a value to your future carrier growth. This book is a good resource to leverage the information to build
confidence and win the trust.Get your copy today and take a positive step to next level!
This book helps you use the open-source Flutter framework for building native mobile apps using Dart. You’ll learn about Dart programming
and add functionalities to your Android and iOS apps for truly native performance. The book also covers recipes for solving almost any issue
that you may face while developing multi-platform applications.

To be an NSHipster is to care deeply about the craft of writing code. In cultivating a deep understanding and appreciation of
Objective-C, its frameworks and ecosystem, one is able to create apps that delight and inspire users. Combining articles from
NSHipster.com with new essays, this book is the essential guide for modern iOS and Mac OS X developers.
Knowledge for Free... Get that job, you aspire for! Want to switch to that high paying job? Or are you already been preparing hard
to give interview the next weekend? Do you know how many people get rejected in interviews by preparing only concepts but not
focusing on actually which questions will be asked in the interview? Don't be that person this time. This is the most comprehensive
Angular JS interview questions book that you can ever find out. It contains: 1000 most frequently asked and important Angular JS
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interview questions and answers Wide range of questions which cover not only basics in Angular JS but also most advanced and
complex questions which will help freshers, experienced professionals, senior developers, testers to crack their interviews.
To support the broadening spectrum of project delivery approaches, PMI is offering A Guide to the Project Management Body of
Knowledge (PMBOK® Guide) – Sixth Edition as a bundle with its latest, the Agile Practice Guide. The PMBOK® Guide – Sixth
Edition now contains detailed information about agile; while the Agile Practice Guide, created in partnership with Agile Alliance®,
serves as a bridge to connect waterfall and agile. Together they are a powerful tool for project managers. The PMBOK® Guide –
Sixth Edition – PMI's flagship publication has been updated to reflect the latest good practices in project management. New to the
Sixth Edition, each knowledge area will contain a section entitled Approaches for Agile, Iterative and Adaptive Environments,
describing how these practices integrate in project settings. It will also contain more emphasis on strategic and business
knowledge—including discussion of project management business documents—and information on the PMI Talent Triangle™ and the
essential skills for success in today's market. Agile Practice Guide has been developed as a resource to understand, evaluate, and
use agile and hybrid agile approaches. This practice guide provides guidance on when, where, and how to apply agile approaches
and provides practical tools for practitioners and organizations wanting to increase agility. This practice guide is aligned with other
PMI standards, including A Guide to the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK® Guide) – Sixth Edition, and was
developed as the result of collaboration between the Project Management Institute and the Agile Alliance.
Get ready for interview success Programming jobs are on the rise, and the field is predicted to keep growing, fast. Landing one of
these lucrative and rewarding jobs requires more than just being a good programmer. Programming Interviews For Dummies
explains the skills and knowledge you need to ace the programming interview. Interviews for software development jobs and other
programming positions are unique. Not only must candidates demonstrate technical savvy, they must also show that they’re
equipped to be a productive member of programming teams and ready to start solving problems from day one. This book
demystifies both sides of the process, offering tips and techniques to help candidates and interviewers alike. Prepare for the most
common interview questions Understand what employers are looking for Develop the skills to impress non-technical interviewers
Learn how to assess candidates for programming roles Prove that you (or your new hires) can be productive from day one
Programming Interviews For Dummies gives readers a clear view of both sides of the process, so prospective coders and
interviewers alike will learn to ace the interview.
An Ultimate Solution to Crack Java interview KEY FEATURES ? Start identifying responses for various interviews for Java
architecture. ? Solutions to real Java scenarios and applications across the industry. ? Understand the various perspectives of
Java concepts from the interviewer's point of view. DESCRIPTION Java Professional Interview Guide aims at helping engineers
who want to work in Java. The book covers nearly every aspect of Java, right from the fundamentals of core Java to advanced
features such as lambdas and functional programming. Each concept's topics begin with an overview, followed by a discussion of
the interview questions. Additionally, the book discusses the frameworks, Hibernate and Spring. The questions included in each
topic will undoubtedly help you feel more confident during the technical interview, which will increase your chances of being
selected. You will gain an understanding of both the interviewer and the interviewee's psychology. This book will help you build a
solid foundation of Java, the Java architecture, and how to answer questions about Java's internal operations. You will begin to
experience interview questions that cover all of Java's major concepts, from object orientation to collections. You will be able to
investigate how objects are constructed and what the fundamental properties of OOPs are. Additionally, you will learn how to
handle exceptions and work with files and collections. We'll cover advanced topics like functional programming and design
patterns in the final chapters. The section also covers questions on Java web application development. Finally, you will be able to
learn how to answer questions using industry-standard frameworks like Spring and Hibernate. WHAT YOU WILL LEARN ? How to
prepare before an actual technical interview? ? You will learn how to understand an interviewer's mindset. ? What kind of
questions can be asked and how can they be answered? ? How to deal with cross-examination questions in an interview. ? How
can the interviewer reframe the questions and how can you provide solutions? WHO THIS BOOK IS FOR This book is intended for
both new and experienced candidates preparing for the Java Developer Interview. Although the book provides an overview of all
Java and J2EE concepts, prior knowledge of basic Java is required. TABLE OF CONTENTS 1. The Preparation Beyond
Technology 2. Architecture of Java 3. Object Orientation in Java 4. Handling Exception 5. File Handling 6. Concurrency 7. JDBC 8.
Collections 9. Miscellaneous 10. Functional Programming 11. Design Patterns 12. Basics of Web 13. Spring and Spring Boot 14.
Hibernate
The authors of this book "100+ Frequently asked Interview Q & A in Android development" have conducted many android
development interviews at various companies and meticulously collected the most effective interview notes with simple,
straightforward explanations. Rather than going through comprehensive, textbook-sized reference guides, this book contains only
the information required immediately for android development interview to start their career as an android developer. Answers of
all the questions are short and to the point. This book contains 100+ questions and answers and we assure that you will get 90%
frequently asked interview questions in android , going through this book. It will clear your fundamentals, concepts and boost your
confidence to appear any android development interview in any companies anywhere in the world whether it is telephonic or face
to face.Check out our other interview Q & A series. Like Interview Questions & Answers in Manual Testing, Selenium Testing,
Mobile Testing, Core Java programming, Advance Java programming, J2EE programming, Python programming , Scala
programming, iOS development -Objective c and swift programming and many more.
This invaluable roadmap for startup engineers reveals how to successfully handle web application scalability challenges to meet
increasing product and traffic demands. Web Scalability for Startup Engineers shows engineers working at startups and small
companies how to plan and implement a comprehensive scalability strategy. It presents broad and holistic view of infrastructure
and architecture of a scalable web application. Successful startups often face the challenge of scalability, and the core concepts
driving a scalable architecture are language and platform agnostic. The book covers scalability of HTTP-based systems (websites,
REST APIs, SaaS, and mobile application backends), starting with a high-level perspective before taking a deep dive into common
challenges and issues. This approach builds a holistic view of the problem, helping you see the big picture, and then introduces
different technologies and best practices for solving the problem at hand. The book is enriched with the author's real-world
experience and expert advice, saving you precious time and effort by learning from others' mistakes and successes. Languageagnostic approach addresses universally challenging concepts in Web development/scalability—does not require knowledge of a
particular language Fills the gap for engineers in startups and smaller companies who have limited means for getting to the next
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level in terms of accomplishing scalability Strategies presented help to decrease time to market and increase the efficiency of web
applications
Core Data is intricate, powerful, and necessary. Discover the powerful capabilities integrated into Core Data, and how to use Core Data in
your iOS and OS X projects. All examples are current for OS X El Capitan, iOS 9, and the latest release of Core Data. All the code is written
in Swift, including numerous examples of how best to integrate Core Data with Apple's newest programming language. Core Data expert
Marcus Zarra walks you through a fully developed application based around the Core Data APIs. You'll build on this application throughout
the book, learning key Core Data elements such as NSPredicate, NSFetchRequest, thread management, and memory management. Start
with the basics of Core Data and learn how to use it to develop your application. Then delve deep into the API details. Explore how to get
Core Data integrated into your application properly, and work with this flexible API to create convenience methods to improve your
application's maintainability. Reduce your migration difficulties, integrate your Core Data app with iCloud and Watch Kit, and use Core Data in
a queue-based environment. By the end of the book, you'll have built a full-featured application, gained a complete understanding of Core
Data, and learned how to integrate your application into the iPhone/iPad platform. This book is based on Core Data in Objective-C, Third
Edition. It focuses on Swift and adds an additional chapter on how to integrate Core Data with an efficient network implementation, with best
practices on how to load and pre-load data into your Swift application. What You Need: Mac OS X El Capitan and iOS 9 and a basic working
knowledge of Swift
Swift has become the number one language used in iOS and macOS development. Frequently Asked Interview Q & A in Swift Programming
book contains 100] questions and answers and we assure that you will get 90% frequently asked interview questions in Swift programming.
This book will clear your fundamentals, concepts and boost your confidence to appear any iOS development interview in any companies
anywhere in the world whether it is telephonic or face to face. Check out our other interview Q & A series. Like Interview Questions &
Answers in Manual Testing, Selenium Testing, Mobile Testing, Core Java programming, Advance Java programming, J2EE programming,
Python programming, Scala programming and ios development.
How many pizzas are delivered in Manhattan? How do you design an alarm clock for the blind? What is your favorite piece of software and
why? How would you launch a video rental service in India? This book will teach you how to answer these questions and more. Cracking the
PM Interview is a comprehensive book about landing a product management role in a startup or bigger tech company. Learn how the
ambiguously-named "PM" (product manager / program manager) role varies across companies, what experience you need, how to make
your existing experience translate, what a great PM resume and cover letter look like, and finally, how to master the interview: estimation
questions, behavioral questions, case questions, product questions, technical questions, and the super important "pitch."
If you are a skilled Java programmer but are concerned about theJava coding interview process, this real-world guide can help youland your
next position Java is a popular and powerful language that is a virtualrequirement for businesses making use of IT in their dailyoperations.
For Java programmers, this reality offers job securityand a wealth of employment opportunities. But that perfect Javacoding job won't be
available if you can't ace the interview. Ifyou are a Java programmer concerned about interviewing, JavaProgramming Interviews Exposed is
a great resource to preparefor your next opportunity. Author Noel Markham is both anexperienced Java developer and interviewer, and has
loaded his bookwith real examples from interviews he has conducted. Review over 150 real-world Java interview questions you arelikely to
encounter Prepare for personality-based interviews as well as highlytechnical interviews Explore related topics, such as middleware
frameworks andserver technologies Make use of chapters individually for topic-specific help Use the appendix for tips on Scala and Groovy,
two otherlanguages that run on JVMs Veterans of the IT employment space know that interviewing for aJava programming position isn't as
simple as sitting down andanswering questions. The technical coding portion of the interviewcan be akin to a difficult puzzle or an
interrogation. With JavaProgramming Interviews Exposed, skilled Java coders can preparethemselves for this daunting process and better
arm themselves withthe knowledge and interviewing skills necessary to succeed.
Become the applicant Google can't turn down Cracking the Tech Career is the job seeker's guide to landing a coveted position at one of the
top tech firms. A follow-up to The Google Resume, this book provides new information on what these companies want, and how to show
them you have what it takes to succeed in the role. Early planners will learn what to study, and established professionals will discover how to
make their skillset and experience set them apart from the crowd. Author Gayle Laakmann McDowell worked in engineering at Google, and
interviewed over 120 candidates as a member of the hiring committee ? in this book, she shares her perspectives on what works and what
doesn't, what makes you desirable, and what gets your resume saved or deleted. Apple, Microsoft, and Google are the coveted companies in
the current job market. They field hundreds of resumes every day, and have their pick of the cream of the crop when it comes to selecting
new hires. If you think the right alma mater is all it takes, you need to update your thinking. Top companies, especially in the tech sector, are
looking for more. This book is the complete guide to becoming the candidate they just cannot turn away. Discover the career paths that run
through the top tech firms Learn how to craft the prefect resume and prepare for the interview Find ways to make yourself stand out from the
hordes of other applicants Understand what the top companies are looking for, and how to demonstrate that you're it These companies need
certain skillsets, but they also want a great culture fit. Grades aren't everything, experience matters, and a certain type of applicant tends to
succeed. Cracking the Tech Career reveals what the hiring committee wants, and shows you how to get it.
Now in the 5th edition, Cracking the Coding Interview gives you the interview preparation you need to get the top software developer jobs.
This book provides: 150 Programming Interview Questions and Solutions: From binary trees to binary search, this list of 150 questions
includes the most common and most useful questions in data structures, algorithms, and knowledge based questions. 5 Algorithm
Approaches: Stop being blind-sided by tough algorithm questions, and learn these five approaches to tackle the trickiest problems. Behind
the Scenes of the interview processes at Google, Amazon, Microsoft, Facebook, Yahoo, and Apple: Learn what really goes on during your
interview day and how decisions get made. Ten Mistakes Candidates Make -- And How to Avoid Them: Don't lose your dream job by making
these common mistakes. Learn what many candidates do wrong, and how to avoid these issues. Steps to Prepare for Behavioral and
Technical Questions: Stop meandering through an endless set of questions, while missing some of the most important preparation
techniques. Follow these steps to more thoroughly prepare in less time.
Knowledge for Free... Get that job, you aspire for! Want to switch to that high paying job? Or are you already been preparing hard to give
interview the next weekend? Do you know how many people get rejected in interviews by preparing only concepts but not focusing on
actually which questions will be asked in the interview? Don't be that person this time. This is the most comprehensive React JS interview
questions book that you can ever find out. It contains: 500 most frequently asked and important React JS interview questions and answers
Wide range of questions which cover not only basics in React JS but also most advanced and complex questions which will help freshers,
experienced professionals, senior developers, testers to crack their interviews.

The authors of this book " Frequently asked Interview Q & A in iOS development" have conducted many iOS development
interviews at various companies and meticulously collected the most effective swift and objective- C programming interview notes
with simple, straightforward explanations. Rather than going through comprehensive, textbook-sized swift and objective-c
reference guides, this book contains only the information required immediately for iOS development interview to start their career
as iOS developer. Answers of all the questions are short and to the point. This book contains 200+ questions and answers and we
assure that you will get 90% frequently asked interview questions in Swift and objective c programming language , going through
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this book. It will clear your fundamentals, concepts and boost your confidence to appear any iOS development interview in any
companies anywhere in the world whether it is telephonic or face to face.Check out our other interview Q & A series. Like Interview
Questions & Answers in Manual Testing, Selenium Testing, Mobile Testing, Core Java programming, Advance Java programming,
J2EE programming, Python programming and Scala programming.
Annotation Windows 2000 is one of most anticipated software releases in history and is a realization of a vision for desktop
computing that Microsoft has been articulating for the past six years. The keystone and most eagerly anticipated new feature in the
new administrative power inherent in the Windows 2000 Active Directory (AD). Windows 2000 Active Directory will provide the
ideal foundation for achieving synergy between information about users, network infrastructure elements, and applications. Active
Directory will provide the means to manage the entire network infrastructure from a single application. Active Directory will be a
huge stumbling block for most administrators who need to get Windows 2000 up and running. Windows 2000 Active Directory will
offer hands-on insight into the workings of the new and complex world of Active Directory. Through the use of case studies,
troubleshooting tips, check lists, mitigation recommendations, and technological explanations, the reader will receive the expert
advice of experienced authors and beta testers.
Learn to build apps from scratch without any programming experience! Do you have a great idea for an app but have no idea
where to begin? Then this is the book for you. Even if you have no programming experience, this easy-to-follow, step-by-step
guide teaches you exactly what you need to know to bring your app idea to life without a lot of cash or coding. Packed with tips
and tricks to get you started, this book shows you - start to finish - how to take your idea and turn it into a fully working, functional
app. Walks you through getting started, designing your app, and developing your idea Helps you launch your app and then
promote it Reassures you that no programming experience is needed in order to create a fully functional app Idea to iPhone is an
easy-to-read book that shows you how to get your idea from your head to the iTunes store!
The pressure is on during the interview process but with the right preparation, you can walk away with your dream job. This classic
book uncovers what interviews are really like at America's top software and computer companies and provides you with the tools
to succeed in any situation. The authors take you step-by-step through new problems and complex brainteasers they were asked
during recent technical interviews. 50 interview scenarios are presented along with in-depth analysis of the possible solutions. The
problem-solving process is clearly illustrated so you'll be able to easily apply what you've learned during crunch time. You'll also
find expert tips on what questions to ask, how to approach a problem, and how to recover if you become stuck. All of this will help
you ace the interview and get the job you want. What you will learn from this book Tips for effectively completing the job
application Ways to prepare for the entire programming interview process How to find the kind of programming job that fits you
best Strategies for choosing a solution and what your approach says about you How to improve your interviewing skills so that you
can respond to any question or situation Techniques for solving knowledge-based problems, logic puzzles, and programming
problems Who this book is for This book is for programmers and developers applying for jobs in the software industry or in IT
departments of major corporations. Wrox Beginning guides are crafted to make learning programming languages and technologies
easier than you think, providing a structured, tutorial format that will guide you through all the techniques involved.
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any media, website access codes, or print supplements that may come
packaged with the bound book. Through the authors' carefully constructed explanations and examples, you will develop an
understanding of Swift grammar and the elements of effective Swift style. This book is written for Swift 3.0 and will also show you
how to navigate Xcode 8 and get the most out of Apple's documentation. Throughout the book, the authors share their insights into
Swift to ensure that you understand the hows and whys of Swift and can put that understanding to use in different contexts. After
working through the book, you will have the knowledge and confidence to develop your own solutions to a wide range of
programming challenges using Swift.
Write Truly Great iOS and OS X Code with Objective-C 2.0! Effective Objective-C 2.0 will help you harness all of Objective-C’s
expressive power to write OS X or iOS code that works superbly well in production environments. Using the concise, scenariodriven style pioneered in Scott Meyers’ best-selling Effective C++, Matt Galloway brings together 52 Objective-C best practices,
tips, shortcuts, and realistic code examples that are available nowhere else. Through real-world examples, Galloway uncovers littleknown Objective-C quirks, pitfalls, and intricacies that powerfully impact code behavior and performance. You’ll learn how to
choose the most efficient and effective way to accomplish key tasks when multiple options exist, and how to write code that’s
easier to understand, maintain, and improve. Galloway goes far beyond the core language, helping you integrate and leverage key
Foundation framework classes and modern system libraries, such as Grand Central Dispatch. Coverage includes Optimizing
interactions and relationships between Objective-C objects Mastering interface and API design: writing classes that feel “right at
home” Using protocols and categories to write maintainable, bug-resistant code Avoiding memory leaks that can still occur even
with Automatic Reference Counting (ARC) Writing modular, powerful code with Blocks and Grand Central Dispatch Leveraging
differences between Objective-C protocols and multiple inheritance in other languages Improving code by more effectively using
arrays, dictionaries, and sets Uncovering surprising power in the Cocoa and Cocoa Touch frameworks
Are you an iOS developer, looking forward to your next career move? Or are you interviewing for positions at your company or
start-up? Either way, this book provides the right questions and answers to help you in the review process. If you are an
interviewer, this book can guide you on which questions are the most useful to ask to find the perfect candidate. Generic interview
questions found online are repetitive and often unrelated to the day-to-day tasks of an iOS developer. If you are looking to hire a
professional programmer you should consider more advanced questions about architecture, patterns or frameworks such as those
included in this book. All questions are answered clearly and comprehensively and each one is categorized and reviewed by some
of the top iOS engineers worldwide. Some of the questions provide quick follow-ups, which might make the difference between a
good enough answer and a stellar one. Questions are divided into three different levels, so whether you are a beginner or an
advanced iOS developer, this book will help you to land your dream iOS development Job! What You'll Learn Answer interview
questions flawlessly with just the right response to convey your skillset Practice interviews to make yourself more comfortable
during the process Discover what sets a generic coder and an experienced iOS developer apart Who This Book Is For
Experienced iOS developers seeking a new employer or promotion within their current company. It also serves as a great tool for
someone in human resources or another hiring position trying to identify the right candidate for an iOS development position.
Get more out of your legacy systems: more performance, functionality, reliability, and manageability Is your code easy to change?
Can you get nearly instantaneous feedback when you do change it? Do you understand it? If the answer to any of these questions
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is no, you have legacy code, and it is draining time and money away from your development efforts. In this book, Michael Feathers
offers start-to-finish strategies for working more effectively with large, untested legacy code bases. This book draws on material
Michael created for his renowned Object Mentor seminars: techniques Michael has used in mentoring to help hundreds of
developers, technical managers, and testers bring their legacy systems under control. The topics covered include Understanding
the mechanics of software change: adding features, fixing bugs, improving design, optimizing performance Getting legacy code
into a test harness Writing tests that protect you against introducing new problems Techniques that can be used with any language
or platform—with examples in Java, C++, C, and C# Accurately identifying where code changes need to be made Coping with
legacy systems that aren't object-oriented Handling applications that don't seem to have any structure This book also includes a
catalog of twenty-four dependency-breaking techniques that help you work with program elements in isolation and make safer
changes.
Have you ever... - Wanted to work at an exciting futuristic company? - Struggled with an interview problem that could have been
solved in 15 minutes? - Wished you could study real-world computing problems? If so, you need to read Elements of Programming
Interviews (EPI). EPI is your comprehensive guide to interviewing for software development roles. The core of EPI is a collection of
over 250 problems with detailed solutions. The problems are representative of interview questions asked at leading software
companies. The problems are illustrated with 200 figures, 300 tested programs, and 150 additional variants. The book begins with
a summary of the nontechnical aspects of interviewing, such as strategies for a great interview, common mistakes, perspectives
from the other side of the table, tips on negotiating the best offer, and a guide to the best ways to use EPI. We also provide a
summary of data structures, algorithms, and problem solving patterns. Coding problems are presented through a series of
chapters on basic and advanced data structures, searching, sorting, algorithm design principles, and concurrency. Each chapter
stars with a brief introduction, a case study, top tips, and a review of the most important library methods. This is followed by a
broad and thought-provoking set of problems. A practical, fun approach to computer science fundamentals, as seen through the
lens of common programming interview questions. Jeff Atwood/Co-founder, Stack Overflow and Discourse
Step by step guide to become an expert in Angular Key features Book provide all the important aspects required for angular
developers Learn modern Web Frameworks like AngularJS 1.x, KnockoutJs, Ember, Backbone Book will give you an idea of the
Angular framework (including version 2, 4, 5 and 6) and provide you an excellent understanding of the concepts. DescriptionThis
book provide all the important aspects required for angular developers looking for brief and useful content for frequently asked
Angular Interview questions. You have already worked with other Modern Web Frameworks like AngularJS 1.x, KnockoutJs,
Ember, Backbone and now you are keen to become an expert in Angular including version 2, 4, 5 and 6. You have no framework
experience at all but you have a profound understanding of Angular and now you are keen to know how to bring your web apps as
well as mobile apps to the next level. This book will give you an idea of the Angular framework (including version 2, 4, 5 and 6 and
provide you an excellent understanding of the concepts. Changing job is one of the biggest challenges for any IT professional.
When IT professional starts searching job, they realise that they need much more than experience. Working on a project is one
thing and cracking an interview is another. This book will give you a bird's eye view of what is needed in an interview. It will help
you in doing a quick revision so that you can be ready for the discussion faster. What will you learn The Basic Concepts of
Angular, its Components, Directives and Modules Angular Form, Elements, Templates, and Validations Dependency Injection (DI),
HttpClient Angular Services, Routing and Navigation Angular Compiler, Pipes, Service Workers Server Side Rendering (Angular
Universal) Angular Security, Cookies Basic Understanding of Angular Testing and TypeScript Who this book is forYou are new or
have some experience in Angular and now want to take the step to become an expert in Angular and want to learn more about
how you can apply the new concepts specifically for an Interview or developing robust web apps as well as mobile apps. Table of
contents1. The Basic Concepts of Angular2. Angular Components3. Angular Directives4. Angular Modules5. Angular Form,
Templates, and Validations6. Angular Elements 7. Dependency Injection (DI)8. HttpClient 9. Angular Services 10. Routing and
Navigation 11. Angular Compiler12. Angular Pipes 13. Service Workers14. Server-Side Rendering (Angular Universal) 15. Angular
Security16. Angular Cookies17. Basic Understanding of Angular Testing18. Basic Understanding of TypeScript About the
authorAnil Singh has done B.Sc. (Mathematics) and MCA (Master of Computer Application). He has a number of certifications
including MCP, MCTS-515 and MCTS-513. He is currently working as Technical leader at Australian MNC.His LinkedIn:
linkedin.com/in/code-sampleHis blog: code-sample.com/ (Blog)code-sample.XYZ (Blog)
Knowledge for Free... Get that job, you aspire for! Want to switch to that high paying job? Or are you already been preparing hard
to give interview the next weekend? Do you know how many people get rejected in interviews by preparing only concepts but not
focusing on actually which questions will be asked in the interview? Don't be that person this time. This is the most comprehensive
iOS & Swift interview questions book that you can ever find out. It contains: 1000 most frequently asked and important iOS & Swift
interview questions and answers Wide range of questions which cover not only basics in iOS & Swift but also most advanced and
complex questions which will help freshers, experienced professionals, senior developers, testers to crack their interviews.
Android Development Interview Questions You'll Most Likely Be Asked is a perfect companion to stand ahead above the rest in
today's competitive job market.
A practical, expert-reviewed guide to growing software engineering teams effectively, written by and for hiring managers,
recruiters, interviewers, and candidates.
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